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Plants can generate a spectacular array of complex shapes, many of which exhibit elaborate curvature in
three dimensions, illustrated for example by orchid flowers and pitcher-plant traps. All of these structures
arise through differential growth. Recent findings provide fresh mechanistic insights into how regional cell
behaviours may lead to tissue deformations, including anisotropies and curvatures, which shape growing
volumes and sheets of cells. Here were review our current understanding of how genes, growth, mechanics,
and evolution interact to generate diverse structures. We illustrate problems and approaches with the com-
plex three-dimensional trap of the bladderwort, Utricularia gibba, to show how a multidisciplinary approach
can be extended to new model systems to understand how diverse plant shapes can develop and evolve.
Introduction
From the lips, domes and spurs of orchid flowers to the insect-

trapping cups of carnivorous plants, plants produce an incred-

ible diversity of three-dimensional shapes. Many of these

structures can be viewed as adaptations to manipulate animals:

nectar tubes select pollinators with probosces of particular

lengths; tightly closed floral lips reserve entry for bees; and the

air-tight seal of a bladderwort trap’s mouth captures small ani-

mals at the press of a trigger hair.

All of these shapes begin as small groups of cells that trans-

form themselves, through growth, into the final form. A key prob-

lem is how genes modulate cell behaviours to achieve such

transformations. Here we review our current understanding

and approaches to this problem based on current experimental

systems, and use the bladderwort Utricularia trap — a hollow

structure that traps small invertebrates through suction

(Figure 1E) — to illustrate how key principles may be extended

and further explored with new model systems. We consider

two types of tissue configuration: a volume, in which dimensions

along the three axes of the tissue are comparable; and a sheet,

where dimensions along one axis (thickness) is much smaller

than the other two. These are two ends of a continuum, but pro-

vide a useful distinction for modelling shape change.

Many plant structures begin as volumes and become progres-

sively more sheet-like. The early Utricularia trap primordium, for

example, is around 30 mm in each dimension (Figure 1A). It then

undergoes an invagination to produce a simple cup (Figure 1B).

At this stage, the trap may be considered as a curved sheet. This

sheet could correspond either to a single layer of cells folded on

itself (the sheet is a monolayer, one cell thick; Figure 1B, green

line) or to the walls of the cup (the sheet is multilayer, two cell

layers thick; Figure 1B, orange line). As the trap grows, further

folds are generated (for example, the trap door, Figure 1C,D,

red) and the tissue broadens in some regions (threshold,

Figure 1D, blue). The transition from a primordial volume to a

sheet-like form is typical of other plant organs, such as leaves

or petals, although unlike the trap the multilayer sheets are typi-

cally 6–8 cell layers thick. In all cases, the final shape reflects the
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pattern of folds and curvature generated through growth. This

raises the question of how we define and measure growth.

What Is Growth?
As the early trap grows, two processes occur concurrently: an in-

crease in organ size and an increase in cell number through divi-

sion. Here we use growth to refer to irreversible increase in size.

This definition can be applied at any scale, from the enlargement

of individual cells, to groups of cells or entire tissues. Division re-

fers to the partitioning of cells and introduction of new cell walls,

which may occur while a tissue grows. The combination of divi-

sion and growth leads to cells with particular sizes and shapes,

such as the spherical, rectangular and trapezoid cells in the Utri-

cularia trap (Figure 1F,G,H).

How can we describe growth mathematically? If growth is

equal in all directions (isotropic), and uniform across a structure,

the structure increases in size without changing shape. Growth

can then be summarised by a single number: the growth rate

of the tissue, denoted by a scalar (Figure 2A). If growth is

isotropic but its rate varies from one position to another, we

need a field of scalars to describe growth — the growth rate at

each position (Figure 2B).

If growth is not equal in all directions (anisotropic), a scalar field

is no longer sufficient to represent growth. Perhaps growth then

corresponds to a vector. As well asmagnitude, a vector has both

an axis (orientation) and sense (an arrowhead on one end only).

A growing tissue can be described as a field of vectors, each

vector corresponding to the velocity at which points move as

the tissue grows (velocity field; Figure 2A,C). For example, with

Utricularia we could consider each of the cell wall vertices

shown in Figure 1A as points or landmarks that are displaced

through growth with particular velocities. Indeed, this approach

has been used to analyse growth [1]. However, the velocity field

depends on the point of reference and is not a direct read-out

of local growth rates. For example, if you superimpose two

growth stages ofUtricularia and align the base of the trap, points

near the mouth will have higher velocities than points near the

base, whereas if you align the mouths, points at the base will
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Figure 1. Utricularia undergoes a simple
transition to three-dimensional growth.
(A–D) Utricularia invaginates to produce an en-
closed cup-shaped trap (adapted from drawings
of U. vulgaris in [87]). In (B), a single cell layer is
marked in green and the trap wall is marked in
orange, and in (D), the trap door is marked in red
and threshold in blue. (E) The mature U. gibba trap
is a hollow cup (mouth and base labelled). (F)
Confocal microscopy of U. gibba shows a similar
shape to U. vulgaris), and allows us to observe the
cellular basis of trap morphology, for example the
two cell layer thick trap wall (G) and trap door (H).
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have the higher velocities (and point in the opposite sense). In

both cases, however, growth rates within the tissue would be

the same.

Velocities are therefore not a direct representation of growth.

Instead, we need to take the spatial gradient of the velocity field

(the rate of change in velocity with position) to calculate local

growth rates and orientations. Rather than a vector, the outcome

of this calculation is represented with another measure, termed a

tensor [2,3] (Figure 2A). Tensors havemultiple axes, each with an

associated magnitude and orientation, but unlike vectors, ten-

sors have no sense (their axes do not have arrowheads at one

end). For three-dimensional growth, a tensor can be represented

as an ellipsoid, with magnitudes along three orthogonal axes

representing growth rates in three orientations. The greatest

magnitude lies along the principal orientation of growth. The

sum of the growth rates along all three axes gives the volumetric

growth rate. For the case of isotropic growth, the tensor corre-

sponds to a sphere (all magnitudes equal). For two-dimensional

growth, the tensor can be represented with an ellipse and has

only two axes, with the sum of growth rates along these axes

corresponding to the areal growth rate. In addition, tensors

may have a rotational component to describe how regions of tis-

sue rotate relative to each other during growth [2]. As the growth

tensor may vary from one position to another, a tensor field is

needed to fully capture growth (Figure 2D). This raises the prob-

lem of how the growth tensor field of a deforming structure such

as the Utricularia trap can be measured.

How Do We Measure Growth?
The growth tensor field can be described at many scales, from

the subcellular to the tissue. The most direct way to estimate

growth is by tracking the movement of landmarks on a devel-

oping structure. In Nitella axillaris, subcellular growth rates
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have been tracked by marking the cell

surface with ink spots and following their

movement throughout development [4].

In bacterial cells, subcellular growth can

also be estimated by imaging the incor-

poration of fluorescently labelled cell

wall components [5]. This work has re-

vealed a range of growth patterns, from

growth localised entirely to one region of

the cell, to the intercalation of wall

components throughout the cell. But un-

like bacteria, where growth is directly

coupled to the incorporation of new wall
monomers, plant cell walls extend by wall loosening without

the necessary addition of new components [6]. Therefore, it

may be difficult to observe subcellular growth in plant cells by im-

aging the incorporation of cell wall components.

Landmarks for tracking growth of a multicellular tissue, such

as the Utricularia trap (Figure 1), include cell vertices, air pores,

trichomes and adhesive fluorescent particles [7–11]. Compo-

nents of the growth tensor, such as growth rate or principal

orientations of growth, can then be displayed. The growth

tensors of individual cells can also be estimated [12,13], allow-

ing a cellular growth tensor field to be visualised (where each

tensor derives from a cell). In many cases, growth is described

in two-dimensions, but the epidermal layer of the Arabidopsis

meristem has been live-imaged in three dimensions [13–16].

Live imaging complex volumes in three dimensions is a chal-

lenge, because of the depth of imaging required and occlusion

by other structures (for example, sepals surrounding petals).

The Utricularia trap has the advantage that it is only two cells

thick and is not surrounded by other tissues for much of its

development.

Another way to estimate growth is through clonal analysis.

Here a heritable change is induced in individual cells of a tissue,

usually a change in pigment or in the expression of a fluorescent

protein [7,17]. The plant is imaged after several rounds of cell

division, after which the area, shape and number of cells in the

resulting clones can be determined. For example, clones of

GFP-expressing cells induced in Utricularia gibba reveal a range

of clone sizes and shapes after three days of growth (Figure 3).

Growth may be inferred by comparing the size and shape of

the initial cell to the same measures for the final clone. But

as detailed information about the initial cell is usually lacking,

a statistical approach, with assumptions about average initial

cell configurations, is typically needed to infer components of
7, R910–R918, September 11, 2017 R911
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Figure 2. Key concepts in plant growth.
(A) Summary of concepts key to understanding
plant growth. In development, measures—growth,
polarity, stress and so on—may vary across a
tissue. Depending on what is being measured, this
may correspond to: (B) a scalar field, for example a
field of concentrations; (C) a vector field, for
example a field of polarities; or (D) a tensor field,
for example a field of growth tensors. In (B), con-
centration increases from the bottom to the top. In
(C), polarity at each position points upwards. As
polarity conveys only axis and direction, the
magnitude of the vector can be considered as
constant (set to unit length). In (D), growth tensors
are isotropic at the bottom and gradually become
more anisotropic towards the top. For anisotropic
growth, the principal orientation of growth is
vertical.
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the growth tensor. Clonal analysis has been used to infer growth

patterns in a wide variety of plant tissues including the Arabidop-

sis leaf and petal [7,18]. It has also been applied to complex

three-dimensional structures such as the Antirrhinum majus

corolla [19], and the Arabidopsis gynoecium [20] and meristem

[21]. In the flower and gynoecium, only surface sectors were

used to determine the pattern of growth, whereas in the meri-

stem, sectors throughout the entire volume were used to assess

growth rates volumetrically [21].

Estimating components of the growth tensor field by these

methods gives a description of growth, but begs the question

of how the observed growth tensor field is generated. Plant tis-

sues are congregations of cells. The growth rate of a cell in isola-

tion depends on both cell wall extensibility and cell turgor. Turgor

supplies the force (pressure) for growth and puts the cell wall

under tension. The rate of growth depends on the extensibility

of the wall in yielding to this pressure [22]. Higher turgor or wall

extensibility promote faster growth. Cellular growth can be

isotropic (the same along all axes) or anisotropic (higher along

some axes). Turgor acts isotropically whereas cell wall extensi-

bility can be anisotropic.

Specified and Resultant Growth

For an isolated plant cell, growth depends solely on patterns of

wall extensibility and level of turgor for that cell. However, cells

within a tissue are connected and each cell may be constrained

by its neighbours, influencing how it grows. Here it is useful to

divide growth into two types: specified and resultant. Specified

growth is how a region (a cell in this case) would grow in isolation

(due to its own turgor and wall extensibility), whereas resultant

growth is how the cell grows when mechanical constraints of

neighbouring regions are taken into account [23,24]. These me-

chanical constraints can alter the rates and orientations of a

cell’s growth and introduce rotations.
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Thus, whereas specified growth refers

to the active growth properties of a cell,

resultant growth also includes passive

effects brought about by contacts with

neighbours. Specified growth and resul-

tant growth are both tensors. The speci-

fied growth tensor comprises growth

rates along different axes but has no rota-

tional component (we assume the cell has
no intrinsic rotational force that would make it turn in isolation).

The resultant growth tensor may have rotational components

(the cell may turn in relation to the tissue) and the rates and ori-

entations of resultant growth may not be identical to those of the

specified growth tensor, due to the constraints of neighbouring

regions. To understand three-dimensional morphogenesis,

including the generation of curvature, we therefore need to

know how patterns of specified growth are controlled and how

mechanical constraints lead to observed patterns of resultant

growth.

For a given tissue, we may distinguish between two types of

constraints or forces that can contribute to tissue deformation:

external and internal. In both cases, the forces derive from cells

pulling or pushing on each other, but in one case (external)

the cells interact through epidermal walls that come into

secondary contact (requiring collision detection from amodelling

perspective).

External Forces

Some of the constraints on growthmay originate externally to the

tissue under consideration. For example, you can bend a thin flat

strip of metal into an arc by pressing at both ends. External

forces can play a similar role during development. In the cotton

flower bud, the petals are linked together by entangled tri-

chomes, causing the petals to pull against each other as they

grow. These forces cause the petals to bend into a curve that en-

closes the internal organs [25]. If trichomes are not present,

petals become twisted instead of forming a smooth curve.

Even though the push and pull of one organ against another is

likely common in development, such forces are not always

involved in driving deformations in three dimensions. For

example, different organ whorls in the flower are in close contact

and may apply forces upon one other, yet mutants that modify

floral organ identities do not have strong effects on the shape



Figure 3. GFP-expressing sectors in
Utricularia gibba traps.
Sector shapes and sizes (in green) in transgenic
U. gibba vary across a trap (large trap on left) and
between different developmental stages (left and
right). Sectors of GFP expression were generated
by heat-shock induction of a Cre recombinase,
which led to recombination and activation of GFP
expression [88]. Image was taken three days after
heat shock.
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of adjacent organs [26]. A. majus petals, which develop a com-

plex three-dimensional shape, appear normal in mutants with

homeotically transformed stamens [27]. Shaping of the Utricu-

laria trap is also unlikely to derive solely from external forces as

it is not surrounded by other tissues for much of its development.

This suggests that in many cases something other than external

forces shapes development in three dimensions.

Tissue Conflict Resolution

If specified growth rates vary across a tissue, there can be a po-

tential conflict between nearby regions trying to grow in different

ways. Such conflicts can cause stresses (derived from internal

forces) and resultant anisotropy in areas where fast and slow

growing regions meet. A region may be passively stretched in

one orientation by a fast-growing neighbouring region, or

passively constrained in one orientation by a slower-growing

neighbouring region. For some specified growth patterns, such

potential conflicts may be partially or fully resolved through local

rotations, giving curvature or bending (evident in the rotational

components of the resultant growth tensor). In a tissue sheet,

these rotations may be in or out of plane. Out-of-plane rotations,

for example, occur when a sheet buckles and forms a three-

dimensional curve or cup. For the development of three-dimen-

sional shape, this means that it is possible to produce a three-

dimensional structure (a curved sheet) through growth patterns

specified in only two dimensions.

This mechanism for generating rotations within or out of the

plane is called tissue conflict resolution, and has been divided
Current Biology
into three types [28,29]: areal, surface

and directional (discussed further in

[28]). In areal conflict, different regions of

a sheet have different specified areal

growth rates, whereas in surface conflict,

the two surfaces of a sheet have different

specified growth rates. Areal conflict

plays a role in generating curvature of lily

petals [30] and leaves of cincinnata

mutants in A. majus, where enhanced

growth at the margin causes a wavy

edge [31]. With directional conflict, spec-

ified growth orientations vary across a tis-

sue. For example, in theA.majus petal, an

orthogonal pattern of specified growth

orientations is thought to contribute to

curvature [29].

The above examples illustrate tissue

conflict resolution within a sheet, but the

same principles apply to tissue volumes.

In this case, surface and areal conflict
can both be considered as regional conflicts, where different tis-

sue regions have different specified growth rates. Directional

conflict has the further complication in three compared to two

dimensions, that an additional growth orientation needs be

considered.

Cellular Basis of Anisotropy

Directional conflict and coordinated patterns of oriented growth

require a mechanism for specified growth to be anisotropic. At

the cellular level, specified anisotropy derives from anisotropic

cell wall properties: greater extensibility of cell walls in some ori-

entations compared to others. Directional cell wall reinforcement

depends on cellulose fibres in the wall [32]. The fibres are rela-

tively inextensible along their length, and as the cell expands,

the path of least resistance is to pull the fibres apart (widening

the gap between fibres). If cellulose fibres are aligned in one

orientation, the cell wall is therefore more extensible in the

perpendicular orientation and will preferentially expand along

that axis.

The alignment of cellulose fibres themselves is determined by

microtubule alignments [33]. These provide tracks that direct the

cellulose synthase complex, and create cellulose alignments in

parallel with the underlying microtubules [34,35]. The pattern of

microtubule alignments within a cell thus provides a mechanism

for guiding cell wall anisotropy. In the Arabidopsis hypocotyl,

after initial pectin loosening, microtubule orientation changes

to create anisotropic side walls and promote anisotropic growth

[36]. Different faces of a cell can have different arrangements of
27, R910–R918, September 11, 2017 R913
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microtubules and cellulose fibres [37], which may contribute to

the pattern of specified anisotropic growth. However, the details

by which cellulose fibre alignments on different faces are related

to specified growth patterns are still poorly understood [22].

To specify anisotropic growth, a cell must be able to distin-

guish axes (have axiality) so that cellulose alignments can be ori-

ented with respect to them. To specify organ-wide axiality fields,

the axiality of cells must be coordinated across a tissue. In plants

two means have been proposed to coordinate this axiality field:

stresses [12,38] and polarity [23].

Stresses

In a tissuewhere specifiedgrowth is isotropic, stress patterns can

be modulated by tissue geometry, external forces acting on the

tissue, and differential specified growth rates. The stress hypoth-

esis suggests that a cell can sense the principal orientation of

stresses and orient specified growth in relation to them. This hy-

pothesis is particularly attractive because stress, like growth, is

a tensor (Figure 2A), whichmeans that it could be used to directly

specify aspects of growth. Ablating a cell in a plant tissue causes

the microtubules of neighbouring cells to align with the principal

orientation of stress around the ablated cell [38], suggesting

that stress may promote anisotropic cell wall reinforcement in

parallel with the stress. Such reinforcement could give specified

anisotropic growth perpendicular to the stress.

A global field of principal stress orientations could, in principle,

coordinate specified growth anisotropies across an organ.

Computational modelling has been used to predict global pat-

terns of principal stress orientations that are due to tissue geom-

etry in the Arabidopsis meristem, considered as a pressurised

cylinder [38]. Microtubules form supracellular alignments in par-

allel with the predicted stress field, suggesting that a global

stress field may be coordinating specified cellular anisotropy

via microtubule orientation. Stresses have also been used in a

computational model of the Arabidopsis sepal to orient specified

anisotropy [12]. In this case, a global stress field is proposed to

arise from differential specified isotropic growth rates (areal tis-

sue conflict) rather than tissue geometry. The global stress field

needs to be maintained in the face of cells modifying their spec-

ified growth in relation to local stresses. To achieve this, it has

been proposed that cells may be able to sense average stress

across the tissue to orient growth [12], but how this averaging

occurs, or how local and global stresses can be distinguished

is unclear.

Polarity

A second hypothesis for the control of specified anisotropic

growth is that each cell has a polarity (unit vector, Figure 2A)

and the axiality component of this vector can be used to specify

anisotropic growth orientation. Other components of the speci-

fied growth tensor can be provided separately; for example,

growth regulators determine the values of specified growth rates

parallel and perpendicular to a polarity axis.

In support of the polarity hypothesis, several asymmetrically

localised proteins (proteins preferentially localised at one end

of the cell) have been described for plant cells, such as PINs

[39], BASL [40] and ROPs [41]. These protein distributions pro-

vide each cell with a vector (polarity). Such cellular polarity can

be coordinated across a tissue, as exemplified by the PIN family

of auxin transporters in Arabidopsis leaf and petal primordia

[7,18]. This tissue-wide coordination of cellular polarities can
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be represented as a vector (polarity) field. Several models have

been proposed using auxin to explain the ability of PINs to

form coordinated polarity fields across a tissue [42–47]. In all of

these models, polarity fields can be modified by the position of

auxin sources and sinks.

Given a polarity field, cell wall properties could be altered to

specify anisotropic growth in relation to that field. This may

involve biasing the alignments of microtubules towards certain

orientations with respect to the axis of polarity, or loosening

cell walls parallel or perpendicular to the polarity axis. A differ-

ence between the polarity and the stress field hypotheses is

that with the polarity hypothesis it is possible to orient growth

either parallel or perpendicular to polarity, whereas with the

stress field hypothesis microtubules typically align parallel to

the principal orientation of tension [12,38]. A further complication

with the stress hypothesis is that cell wall reinforcement feeds

back to modify stresses: reinforcement in the direction of stress

(tension) reduces the stress by creating a greater cross-sectional

area of cellulose fibres resisting the stress (stress is force divided

by cross-sectional area of resisting material). By contrast, polar-

ity fields allow orientations to be specified independently of

stresses generated. Thus, while the stress hypothesis is attrac-

tive because it directly exploits stresses within the tissue, the

polarity hypothesis allows for greater developmental flexibility.

It has also been proposed that stresses may themselves pro-

vide information to establish or guide cell polarity [48,49]. How-

ever, stress is a tensor and therefore does not carry information

about sense (the orientations have no arrowheads, Figure 2A, D).

Thus, it is not possible for the orientation of stresses alone to

determine polarity. Rather, a gradient of stresses is needed to

specify polarity, much in the manner of a graded molecular con-

centration [48].

Genetic Modulation of Growth
Whichever of the abovemechanisms for specifying growth apply,

they should allow modulation of growth through the action of

genes. The role of genes in modifying three-dimensional shape

has beenprimarily investigated by analysingmutantswith altered

shapes. These include floral mutants in A. majus that produce

spurs [50] or exhibit disrupted floral symmetry [51], fruit shape

mutants in squash, brassicas and tomato [20,52,53], and meri-

stem shape mutants in Arabidopsis [54–56]. There are also mu-

tants where flat leaves have been transformed into cup shapes

[57] or three-dimensional structures with wavy edges [31].

A clear example of a mutation affecting a simple three-dimen-

sional shape is one that affects the Arabidopsis sepal. The

mature wild-type sepal bends out of plane into a near cup-shape

[58]. This curvature may arise through areal conflict, with the

centre of the sepal being specified to grow faster than the mar-

gins. The lgo mutant does not exhibit this curvature, a defect

associated with a reduction in the number of giant cells in the

centre of the sepal [58].

For more complex three-dimensional shapes it is difficult to

make clear links between the mutant phenotype and the effect

of genes on growth, as many possible specified growth patterns

may cause similar resultant growth patterns. For instance, in the

Utricularia trap (Figure 1), the bending of the trap wall into a

curve may be caused by surface conflict, areal conflict, and/or

directional conflict. In complex cases like this, computational



Figure 4. Evolution of cup-shaped traps in carnivorous plants.
Cup-shaped traps have evolved from flat leaves four times independently: in the Cephalotaceae (A), Nepenthaceae (B), Sarraceniaceae (C) and
Lentibulariaceae (D).Within the Lentibulariaceae, the genusUtricularia contains specieswith a diversity of trap shapes (E). Diagrams ofUtricularia traps apart from
U. gibba are adapted from [86]. ª Board of Trustees of the Royal Botanic Gardens, Kew.
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modelling is required to bridge the gap between specified and

resultant growth, to predict how changes in gene function might

affect morphogenesis of a connected tissue.

A range of computational models have been used to under-

stand plant form (summarised in [59,60]). The majority consider

plant organs as sheets. These include models at the tissue-level

(of leaves [7,61,62], sepals [12] and petals [18]), and at the

cellular level [63,64]. These models use different ways to orient

specified anisotropic growth; by polarity [7,18], stresses [12],

or in parallel with veins [62]. Genes may be integrated within

these models as components that modulate specified growth

parameters. For example, JAGGED was assigned a role in pro-

moting growth andmodulating polarity in a model of Arabidopsis

petal development [18].

Computational models of three-dimensional structures have

been developed. These either consider a tissue as a sheet de-

forming in three dimensions [19,20,29] or as a volume (such as

the Arabidopsis meristem or organ primordium). The approach

taken depends on which stage in development is being

modelled, as organs tend to begin as volumes and become

more sheet-like (see Figure 1A–D, for example, in Utricularia).

For the A. majus corolla, out-of-plane deformation of a sheet

was proposed to arise by the DIVARICATA gene modifying

anisotropic growth in relation to a polarity field [29]. The Arabi-

dopsis gynoecium has also been modelled in a similar manner

in relation to the gene FRUITFULL [20].

Three-dimensional structures have also been modelled by

considering sequential two-dimensional sections. For example,

the pitcher trap of Sarracenia purpurea has been modelled as
two cross sections — one of the trap hollow and another of the

adaxial ridge that forms the bottom lip of the trap [65]. The au-

thors propose that a switch in cell division plane is sufficient to

drive a change in orientation of anisotropic growth. However, it

is unclear how the plane of division (which reflects how a cell be-

comes partitioned), determines specified growth orientation of a

cell (which depends on the extensibility of all walls). Also, a

disadvantage of modelling separate sections is that mechanical

interactions through tissue connectivity are not considered.

The control of Arabidopsis meristem shape has also been an-

alysed genetically [66,67] and in terms of growth [68] and cell di-

vision patterns [69]. It has been modelled as a sheet-like dome

and these models can accurately predict phyllotactic patterns

[44,70] and gene expression patterns of meristem shape mu-

tants [71]. Volumetric cellular models of the Arabidopsis shoot

apical meristem and embryo have also been recently developed

[24,72]. These models consider how genes control turgor pres-

sure and cell wall loosening to drive organogenesis, though the

contribution of specified anisotropy is less explored. The embryo

model involves isotropic specified growth, while in the meristem

model the orientation of anisotropic growth is specified by an

external field, rather than by an internal pattern of stresses or po-

larity [72]. The embryo model shows how genes promoting cell

division may slow down growth, as more cell walls provide

greater resistance to the expansive force of turgor [24].

Evolution of Three-Dimensional Shapes
The above studies show how the combination of computational

modelling with developmental, growth and genetic analysis is
Current Biology 27, R910–R918, September 11, 2017 R915
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helping us understand how three-dimensional shapes are

formed. These advances also provide a way to study how

three-dimensional shapes have evolved and diversified.

The evolution of shoot meristems—apical structures that

generate volumetric tissues—is thought to have occurred both

during the transition to land and within aquatic plants [73]. Prior

to this, algal ancestors grew as filaments or planar structures, as

charophyte algae do today [74,75]. The moss Physcomitrella

patens undergoes a similar developmental switch from filamen-

tous to meristematic growth [76], and has been used to analyse

the genetic and developmental basis of the transition. Mutants

have been isolated that are disrupted in meristem formation

[77,78], and the combination of genetics, developmental anal-

ysis and computational modelling is likely to provide mecha-

nistic insights into how three-dimensional growth arose in land

plants.

A striking feature of plant shape is that similar forms can evolve

independently. This applies to meristems, which evolved inde-

pendently in land plants and in brown algae [73], and also for

many shapes within land plants. For example, cup-shaped traps

evolved from relatively flat leaves four times independently

(Figure 4A–D) [79–81]. It is not clear whether genetic networks

in plants with flat leaves were simply modulated in the transition

to three dimensions, or whether novel regulators were recruited

[65]. Carnivorous plant species such asU. gibba andCephalotus

follicularis both have flat leaves and traps on the same plant, and

analysis of differences in gene expression between these

structures has begun to address the question of how flat and

cup-shaped leaves are related [82]. The combination of such

approaches with computational modelling and developmental

genetic analysis should allow us to understand the basis of the

evolutionary transition of flat sheets to more complex tissue

folds.

In addition to major shape differences among taxa, numerous

variations in shape are present within single genera [83,84]. For

example, the genus Utricularia contains over 200 species

[85,86] that show substantial variation of trap size and shape

(Figure 4E). A key question is how changes in gene activity and

specified growth patterns lead to these variations. In the Brassi-

caceae, varying parameters can explain interspecies differences

in gynoeciummorphology [20]. The extension of this approach to

other species, such as Utricularia, will allow us to determine the

genetic controls underlying further interspecies differences in

three-dimensional form.

Conclusions
Genes influence plant morphogenesis by modifying the rates

and orientations of specified growth. The mechanical connectiv-

ity of cells introduces constraints that can lead to tissue buckling,

bulging and bending in three dimensions. Computational model-

ling is helping us understand the mechanistic link between gene

activity and morphogenesis by allowing us to formulate hypoth-

eses for how patterns of specified growth are established, and

how they may lead to resultant deformations. However, many

of the molecular and physical mechanisms that connect cell

and tissue level behaviours remain to be uncovered. As well as

established model systems, new systems such as Utricularia,

which has the advantage of convenient imaging and few cell

layers, provide an opportunity to address these problems and
R916 Current Biology 27, R910–R918, September 11, 2017
give a full understanding of how genes modulate growth to

generate the diversity of three-dimensional plant forms.
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